
Signature Systems, Inc. to Provide Red Hawk
Casino With Enhanced Kiosk & POS Functionality
Innovative Solution Includes Seamless Integration to Aristocrat Oasis

Warminster, PA, July 14, 2021 (Newswire.com) - Signature Systems, Inc. (SSI), a acclaimed 
technology solutions provider that excels in point of sale solutions for F&B and retail entities of all 
concepts and sizes, is proud to announce that Red Hawk Casino, an acclaimed California-based 
gamblers oasis, will be harnessing the power of SSI POS to provide enhanced kiosk and POS 
functionality to its ever-growing F&B enterprise.

With seamless integration to Aristocrat Oasis, a multiple award-winning casino management system, 
SSI's innovative, value-added products and services will allow Red Hawk to measurably enhance the 
guest experience by allowing both cash and cashless tenders for their array of self-serve kiosks. 
Additionally, a forthcoming integration to a custom SSI reservation platform will further enrich the 
kiosk experience by bringing self-serve to ancillary venues, such as entertainment and other on-
premises amenities.

"We've been actively seeking enhanced kiosk and POS functionality, but none of the other providers 
could deliver the nuances of what we needed," explained Christer Farr, VP of IT for Red Hawk. "SSI 
was not only willing to accept the challenge, but they also showed us how we can extract additional 
value in terms of features and functionality."

SSI's willingness to providing custom development work to meet--and typically exceed--the diverse 
needs of its clients is a key marketplace differentiator. "Our ability to create innovative, fast cycle 
solutions that are both scalable and sustainable is inherent to our corporate DNA," said John White, 
EVP/CTO for Signature Systems.

About Signature Systems (SSI POS)

New to the casino vertical, but with deep roots in F&B, SSI is a 34-year tenured technology solutions 
provider whose signature product is SSI POS, a top rated, all-concept point of sale system. SSI 
differentiates itself from all others by virtue of its all-in-one, custom solution sets; all-in-house, 
domestic teams (including development, 24x7x365 support and data/cyber security); and all-in-
accountability for prompt, accurate issue resolution.

Products & services include natively integrated enterprise reporting mobile app, natively integrated 
"In-Place Dining" mobile app, natively integrated online ordering, full PCI compliance, comprehensive 
menu management, RESTful APIs with full documentation, expert project management, and much 
more.

Learn more about SSI at SSIpos.com.

https://www.SSIpos.com
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